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Non-trivial dependence of spectral characteristics of excitons in quantum

wells on the resonant optical excitation power
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Basic exciton parameters, such as the energy of exciton transition and the radiative and nonradiative broadenings,

are experimentally studied by means of reflectance spectroscopy for a heterostructure with a 14-nm GaAs/AlGaAs

quantum well. Particular attention is paid to the nonradiative broadening which is sensitive to densities of free

carriers and long-lived nonradiative excitons. A sublinear increase of the broadening of the heavy-hole and light-hole

exciton resonances is observed when the light-hole exciton resonance is excited with increasing power. A simple

model is developed, which allows one to well reproduce the observed dependence.
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1. Introduction

Currently, the technologies of growing GaAs-based hete-

rostructures allow producing samples of exceptionally high

quality. Such structures allows one to study fundamental

characteristics of the excitons, namely the energy of exciton

transitions, the strengths of light-exciton and exciton-phonon

interactions, etc. These studies are important both for

verification of exciton models in the heterostructures with

quantum wells (QW) and for refinement of the parameters

of these models. Further developement of these studies

could allow using the exciton as a sensitive probe for the

QW heterostructures [1].

Beside optically active bright excitons, the optical ex-

citation can generate other quasi-particles, such as free

electrons and holes, nonradiative excitons, trions, biexcitons

and other bound states of the particles. As a result, the

excitons observed in the reflectance or photoluminescence

(PL) spectra are not free (isolated), as they are influenced

by other quasi-particles generated by the optical excitation.

Their influence can be limited by reducing the power

of the optical excitation. However, even the low power

of the non-resonant excitation required to observe exciton

PL generates a reservoir of free carriers and long-lived

excitons [2]. The latter propagate along the QW layer with

a wave vector K exceeding the light wave vector Kc in

the QW material. Such excitons do not interact with light

(they are called dark or nonradiative excitons) [3–5] and

in high-quality heterostructures their lifetime reach dozens

of nanoseconds [2]. Meanwhile for bright excitons with

K < Kc the characteristic recombination time is measured

in dozens of picoseconds [6]. Significant difference in the

lifetimes results in the fact that two-dimensional density of

the nonradiative excitons in the reservoir exceeds the density

of the radiative excitons by several orders of magnitude.

Interaction of bright excitons with the reservoir significantly

impacts their spectral characteristics. Particularly, exciton-

exciton scattering results in either interruption of recombina-

tion of an electron-hole pair, or a dephasing of the radiative

state [7], which manifests itself in broadening of the exciton

resonances.

In this work we experimentally study properties of exci-

tons in a high-quality GaAs heterostructure by a reflection

spectroscopy. The power dependences of the fundamental

spectral characteristics of the excitons have been measured

at the resonant optical excitation. A simple and clear

model has been developed to describe the experimentally

observed sublinear dependence of broadening of the exciton

resonance on the excitation power.

2. Experiment and processing of results

The studied structure was grown by molecular beam

epitaxy (MBE) on a n-type GaAs (001) substrate. The

heterostructure includes a 14-nm-wide QW, which was

grown between AlxGa1−xAs barriers with a small aluminum

content, x ≈ 3%. The high quality of the sample is due to

the low content of aluminum minimizing the number of

dislocations [1]. The sample was cooled in a closed-cycle

cryostat to the temperature T ≈ 5K.

The reflectance spectra were measured at a small inci-

dence angle of the probe beam. The probing was done

by using spectrally wide pulses of the titanium-sapphire

laser with the duration of about 100 fs. Reflectance
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Figure 1. The experimental setup: fs-laser — the pulsed laser,

CW-laser — continuous wave laser, GT — the Glan−Taylor prism.

spectra were analyzed by using the spectrometer with the

diffraction grating of 1800 lines/mm and a focus distance

of 550mm and detected by a liquid-nitrogen-cooled CCD

matrix. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. In

our experiments the reservoir of nonradiative excitons was

created by using an additional optical excitation (pumping)
with a continuous titanium-sapphire laser. It was tuned

in resonance with the light exciton optical transition in

the studied QW. The pump beam was directed at normal

incidence to the sample surface and polarized orthogonally

to the probe beam. A Glan−Taylor prism was placed

at the spectrometer entrance to prevent scattering of the

pumping light on the CCD matrix. A small residual

signal from the scattered light of the pump beam was

accumulated separately and subtracted at each spectrum

measurement. The measurements conducted in such a way

are characterized by high reliability and reproducibility. The

powers of the laser beams were adjusted by rotating the λ/2

phase plates placed in front of the Glan−Taylor prisms.

The spectrum of the probe beam reflected from the

sample has a wide profile well approximated by the

Gaussian function with a half-width at the half-maximum

of 10meV. On top of this background spectrum the narrow

resonances were observed, which correspond to a light

(Xlh) and heavy (Xhh) exciton. The sample reflectance can

be obtained by normalizing the spectrum of the reflected

beam by the Gaussian profile of the probe pulse taking into

account a surface reflection coefficient. A typical reflection

spectrum is shown in Fig. 2.

The exciton lines were shaped as single peaks due to

optimal selection of the thickness of the top barrier layer of

the QW Ltop ≈ 230 nm. The length of the optical path in

the layer Lopt = Ltopn(GaAs) ≈ 830 nm (n is the refraction

index) is close to wavelengths of the exciton resonances.

It results in constructive interference of light reflected from

the QW layer and the sample surface.

The spectral width of the resonances is extremely sensi-

tive to conditions of the optical excitation. At low power

of the probe beam of about 1µW per an area of the laser

spot 10−4 cm2 the width of the resonance line Xhh without

pumping is 1E = 185µeV, which indicates a high quality

of the sample. Additional illumination by the continuous

laser results in substantial broadening of the resonances

(see Fig. 2).
The shape of the exciton resonance can be model-

led within the framework of a non-local dielectric re-

sponse theory, which is described in the monograph of

E.I. Ivchenko [8]. This model was used to analyze the

experimental data in many papers (for example [1,2,9–12]).
The amplitude reflection coefficient of the QW layer near

the exciton resonance frequency ωX reads as

rQW(ω) =
iŴR

ωX − ω − i(ŴR + ŴNR)
, (1)

where ŴR and ŴNR are radiative and nonradiative damping

rates of excitons, respectively. The intensity of the

reflected radiation also depends on the amplitude reflection

coefficient of the sample surface r s and the reflectance is

expressed as

R(ω) =

∣

∣

∣

∣

r s + rQW(ω)ei2φ

1 + r srQW(ω)ei2φ

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

, (2)

where φ is phase change of the light wave when passing

through the barrier to the middle of the QW layer.

The equations (1), (2) were used to fit the spectra shown

in Fig. 2. It is clear that the analytical curves exactly

describe all features of the resonances. It should be noted

that the fitting curves well reproduce the Lorentz shape of

the resonances with slowly decaying wings. This indicates

only a negligible inhomogeneous broadening exists in the

system. Otherwise, the shape wing behavior would be

characterized by a faster drop, i.e. the Gaussian shape.

The good agreement of the experimental and theoretical

curves allows determination of the main parameters of the
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Figure 2. Reflectance spectra of the studied structure measured

without pumping (the lower circle-marked curve) and with

additional excitation into the light exciton resonance (the upper

square-marked curve). The upper spectrum is shifted by 0.1 for

visual clarity. The solid lines are approximations according to the

formulas (1), (2).
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exciton resonances: radiative (~ŴR) and nonradiative (~ŴNR)
broadenings, as well as the exciton energy (~ωX) with

accuracy from several to fractions of µeV. It should be

noted that the obtained values of the fitting parameters

still could have some systematic errors, which, however,

do not depend on the conditions of the optical excitation

and thereby do not hinder the study of power dependences.

The lower spectra in Fig. 2 (without pumping) has the

following parameters of the resonance Xhh: ~ŴR = 37µeV,

~ŴNR = 44µeV and ~ωX = 1.526278 eV. Determination of

the value of the radiative broadening ~ŴR from the experi-

ment requires exact measurement of the surface reflectance,

which raises difficulties, as the sample surface is not perfect.

That is why the reflectance was selected so that the

radiative broadening value might coincide with the results

of the microscopic calculation: ~ŴR = 37µeV [12,13]. For

the resonance Xlh the energy ~ωX = 1.530056 eV and

the radiative broadening ~ŴR = 15µeV, which is about

2.5 times smaller than for the Xhh.

The homogeneous nonradiative broadening ~ŴNR of the

exciton resonances is caused by interaction (scattering)
of the photo-generated excitons (created by the probe

beam) by other quasi-particles of the system: free carriers,

phonons, radiative and nonradiative excitons [1,2]. As it is

clear from the Fig. 2, such interaction results in substantial

increase in ~ŴNR of the resonance Xhh, which reaches

200 µeV at relatively small power density 6W · cm−2 of

pumping in the Xlh resonance. The high sensitivity of the

nonradiative broadening to such scattering processes allows

studying the exciton-exciton interaction in detail.

We have analyzed the parameters of the exciton reso-

nances at continuous pumping into the resonance Xlh. For

each pumping power, the reflectance spectra have been

measured and processed using the Eqs. (1), (2). Figures 3, 4
show the dependences of the radiative and nonradiative

broadenings on the pumping power for the Xhh and Xlh

resonances, respectively.

As one can see the parameters are smoothly changing

with the increase in the pumping power: the radiative

broadening is sub-linearly dropping, while the nonradiative

one is sub-linearly increasing. We believe that such behavior

is due to the interaction of the bright excitons with the

exciton reservoir. The decreased radiative broadening is

attributed to depopulation of the vacuum state of excitons

due to their accumulation in the reservoir.

The density of the Xlh-excitons generated by the con-

tinuous pumping is determined by the power density of

the exciting photons and the absorption coefficient α at the

excitation frequency. The latter can be expressed as [8]

αXlh(ω) =
2ŴRŴNR

(ωXlh − ω)2 + (ŴR + ŴNR)2
. (3)

By substituting the power dependences of the broadenings

Xlh (Fig. 4) into the formula (3), we can obtain the

dependence of the absorption coefficient in the maximum of

the resonance Xlh (αXlh = αXlh(ωXlh), see Fig. 5). Evidently,
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Figure 3. Radiative (a) and nonradiative (b) broadenings of the

Xhh resonance at continuous excitation in the Xlh. The solid

line is an approximation by the phenomenological dependence

f = A
[

1− exp(Pexc/P0)
]

+ BPexc + C .
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Figure 4. Radiative (a) and nonradiative (b) broadenings of the

Xlh resonance at continuous excitation in the Xlh. The solid

line is an approximation by the phenomenological dependence

f = A[1− exp(Pexc/P0)] + BPexc + C .
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Figure 5. Dependence of the absorption coefficient in the

maximum of the resonance Xlh as calculated by the formula (3).
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the absorption coefficient significantly decreases with the

increase in the pumping power, which is mainly due to

significant increase in ~ŴNR.

3. Analysis of the power dependence
of the nonradiative broadening

We have analyzed the nonradiative broadening within

the framework of a model of dynamic processes, which is

developed in [14]. Resonant excitation into the light exciton

resonance generates radiative excitons which either quickly

relax by emitting a photon (the rate ŴR), or scatter to the

states outside the light cone. In case of the continuous

excitation the scattering is predominantly due to interaction

with acoustic phonons (with the rate γphon). A ratio of the

rates f = γphon/(ŴR + γphon) determines the fraction of the

nonradiative excitons. Thus, the reservoir filling rate can be

written as

PXlh = αXlhNphot f . (4)

Here, Nphot = APexc/(~ωXlh) is the number of the photons

(in cm−2 · s−1), that reached the QW layer, Pexc is the

power of the optical excitation. The transmission coeffi-

cients of the cryostat window and the sample surface —
tw and ts, respectively, are taken into account in the factor

A = tw ts.
As a result of the scattering light excitons can pass

either to the dispersion branch of the heavy excitons (with

the rate γXhh), or dissociate into electron and hole (with

the rate γeh). The latter play an important role in the

model under consideration: after scattering by free carriers

nonradiative excitons return into the light cone where they

recombine with emission of photons. This bimolecular

process results in depopulation of the exciton reservoir and

is characterized by the rate κc. In turn free electrons

and holes can combine into excitons, thereby refilling the

reservoir (the bimolecular rate κex). As a result, the dynamic

equilibrium is established in the system.

The dynamics of the excitons and charge carriers in

the reservoir is described by the following system of the

equations:



































dnXlh

dt
= PXlh − (γXhh + γeh)nXlh

dne

dt
=

dnh

dt
= γehnXlh − κexnenh

dnXhh

dt
= γXhhnXlh + κexnenh − κcnXhh(ne + nh)

. (5)

Here, nXhh, nXlh and ne = nh ≡ n are two-dimensional

densities of heavy and light excitons and the free carriers

in the reservoir, respectively.

The system of the equations (5) does not take into

account a process of re-ejection of Xhh-excitons out of the

light cone into the reservoir, as the radiative lifetime of these

excitons is extremely low (∼ 10 ps). Correspondingly, their
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Figure 6. Experimental and theoretically calculated dependences

of the nonradiative broadening of the Xhh resonance on the power

of continuous excitation in the Xlh.

density is smaller than the density of the excitons in the

reservoir by several decimal orders. In principle, this process

can arise from absorption of the phonons or scattering the

excitons by the free carriers. The estimations show that

both mechanisms make a small additional contribution to

nonradiative broadening (several percent) at the maximum

pumping power used in the experiment.

In case of continuous excitation the system of the

equations (5) can be analytically solved (the time derivatives

are set equal to zero). The first equation yields

xXlh =
PXlh

γXhh + γeh
. (6)

From the second equation we determine the two-dimen-

sional density of the free carriers:

n =

√

γeh

κex
nXlh. (7)

Then, from the third equation, for the two-dimensional

density of the heavy excitons in the reservoir we have

nXhh=
γXhh + γeh

2κcn
nXlh=

1

2κc

√

κex
γXhh + γeh

γeh

√
PXlh. (8)

As one can see from the expression (8), the two-

dimensional density of the heavy excitons in the reservoir

is proportional to the square root of the pumping rate PXlh.

In turn, the latter non-linearly depends on the power of

the optical excitation Pexc via the absorption coefficient αXlh

according to the Eq. (4).
The nonradiative broadening of the resonance Xhh is due

to the interaction of the photo-generated excitons with all

the quasi-particles in the reservoir. However, the estimations

show that in the current experimental conditions the two-

dimensional density of the heavy exitons in the reservoir

significantly exceeds (by dozens and hundreds of times)
the densities of other particles (light excitons, free carriers).
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That is why the nonradiative broadening is predominantly

determined by the two-dimensional density of the heavy

excitons

~ŴNR ≈ nXhhσ, (9)

where σ is the cross-section of the exciton-exciton scat-

tering. Using the Eqs. (4), (8), (9) and assuming that

the σ and rate constants do not depend on the excitation

power, we obtain the power dependence of the nonradiative

broadening value (see Fig. 6). It is clear that the theoretical

calculation agrees well with the experiment.

4. Conclusion

In the high-quality QW heterostructures the resonance

lines of the heavy and light excitons, which are observed

in the reflectance spectra, can be sufficiently accurately de-

scribed by applying the non-local dielectric response theory.

In particular, smallness of inhomogeneous broadening in the

system allows us to determine the main parameters of the

resonances with accuracy of fractions of µeV. Such a model

system is ideally suited for studying the exciton-exciton

interaction.

The theory of dynamic processes has been used to inter-

pret the sub-linear behavior of the nonradiative broadening

of the heavy exciton resonance when the power of the

optical excitation is increasing. The calculation performed

shows full agreement of the theoretical model with the

experiment. The result obtained indicates that all the

dominant processes are taken into account and the model

parameters do not depend on the excitation power at these

experimental conditions.
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